
        
  
 This is a modern F3P biplane created for the first world F3P championship in Germany.  Our friends Mr. C. 
Harris and Mr. H. Viljoen are the authors of this model . One of the main reasons for the selection of biplane 
concept was a big wing area and noticeable drag. This guarantees more stable flying speed of the 
airplane. Moreover, biplane design is a little more tolerant for equipment’s weight and novice building 
skills. Citrino is inspired by F3A legend Mr. Wolfgang Matt F3A successful biplane Citrin. He was very kind 
and gave us permission to release this gorgeous biplane.        
  Citrino, as all other DonatasDesign kits, is milled in order to save ~15-20% of depron weight. The kit is 
finished with application of hi quality painting scheme. All plane parts look great from both sides. Kit 
includes 3mm depron parts, big amount of various size carbon fiber, and hardware set needed to complete 
and raise the plane to a level that is competitive in F3P competitions. Extra items that you will need to build 
the plane are:
  Equipment (motor, speed controller, propeller, servos, receiver and 2S lypo batteries), hinge tape (we 
use and have perfect result with 3M Blenderm), and foam safe CA glue. 

  Thank you for purchasing this indoor aerobatic trainer CITRINO from DonatasDesign ! 

    You will need just a few basic tools and materials to 
finish your Citrino:
Sharp hobby knife, file, 1.5 mm drill, piece of 
sanding paper, scissors, screwdriver, solder, 
and DonatasDesign bevelling tool.
Mercury Adhesives foam friendly CA glues 
(M100F), Mercury Adhesives Accelerator MH 16, 
3M Blenderm medical tape for control surface 
attachment, and kevlar thread. 



Motor:    AXI2203/52 (Indoor/outdoor flying, motor weight 18,5g); 
              NP Feather (Indoor competition flying 11,4g).

              
ESC:     Competition option Castle Creation Phoenix 10a, budget version CC Thunderbird 9.

Battery: Gens Ace 120mAh 7.4V 30C 2S1P Lipo battery. Weight - 7,1 g (without heatshrink);
             Gens Ace 160mAh 7,4V 30C 2S1P Lipo battery.  Weight - 13 g;
             Gens Ace 120mAh 7.4V 30C 2S1P Lipo battery.  Weight - 17,1 g.
                         

Servos:  Hitec 5035 hb single servo on each surface - 4.5g (can be modiffied up to 3,1 g);
            Digital JR 188 single servo for each surface -  6g (can be modiffied up to 4,5 g);

              Spectrum 2020 single servo for elevator and rudder. 

Radio:  At least 4 ch programmable radio with minimum programming of exponential. We would 
recommend more advanced radio like Duplex DS-16 or Spectrum 18  that have travel adjustment, 
dual rates, trim steps, digital trimmers, mixes, and other useful functions. These will help you to 
setup your plane faster and to seek for the best results.

Receiver : As light as possible! For e.g., perfect results can be achieved with these receivers:
                Spektrum 2,4ghz Ar6300 (2g) and Duplex 2.4ghz R6Gindoor (3.6g).

  

   Here you can see fiberglass hardware set. It was made in order to achieve best control of plane’s 
moving surfaces. Now you can use long servo arms and servo horns. Moreover, you will be able to have 
less pressure on control rod,  use full potential of your servos and do not lose resolution. 



Step 1: Depron parts are placed inside two clear protective bags in the box. Remove plane parts from 
it. Open plastic bags with the help of sharp hobby knife. 
Step 2: Remove main parts from protective layer of depron carefully. NOTE! Do not throw it away, you 
might need it in future for plane repairs.    

Step 3: Prepare ailerons for attachment. Bottom of ailerons should be cut by 45 degrees angle. For this we 
recommend to use DonatasDesign Bevelling tool for 3 mm depron. Repeat this step on all 4 ailerons.
NOTE:  in such way: o

the the  
 Aileron bevelling must be done n bottom of top wing and top of bottom wing to achieve 

perfect aerodynamic balance; this is added benefit of biplane.

Step 4: Glue 3mm flat carbon to the leading edge of the wing. Provided flat carbon is very thin, light 
and flexible, so use foam friendly CA glues.  Repeat this step with the second wing. 
NOTE! Optional reinforcement. If you are a beginner we recommend to buy and glue extra piece of flat 
carbon (3mm x 0.3mm) to the back edge of the wing.      
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NOTE! Make small mark in the 
middle of thin carbon with  the 
help of marker. Make sure to 
glue it exactly in the centre of 
the wing.  



Step 7: F  (use 3M Blenderm tape) that 
this is the bottom wing, milling is done on the facing up side.

ix aileron from the bottom in 3 places as shown in pictures . Note 
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Step 5: Attach 3M Blenderm 12 mm medical tape to aileron. When you attach aileron to wing, leave 
about 1mm gap between them. This will allow to deflect aileron equally to both sides.    
Step 6: Fix aileron from the bottom in 3 places as shown in pictures (use 3M Blenderm). Note that this 
is the top wing, milling is done on the inner side.

Step 8: Wings prepared for further assembly.    

Step 9: Take air brakes, and make a mark with scissors in the middle. This will be the bending point.



Step 10: Apply small amount of foam friendly CA glues in the gap and bend the air brake. It should 
form about 30 degrees angle.
Step 11: Cut 3mm small slits with sharp knife; these will be attached to SFG (side force generator) 
which will hold both wings. Repeat this step with the second set of air brakes.

Step 12: Optional step: Glue airbrake to SFG as shown in the picture. Use just a couple drops of CA 
glue. If you do not like how air brakes effect flight of the plane, you can always remove them.   
Step 13,14: SFG’s are ready for further assembly, but so far do not glue wings together.

NOTE! Optional reinforcement. As you can see, quite big area of aileron is milled. This effects it’s 
strength, and torsional resistance. Kit includes enough thin carbon in order to make structural 
reinforcement. Height of construction should be about 5 cm. Slots for carbon are already cut in the edges of 
the ailerons. See pictures above. you decide to make the 

   
If extra aileron bracing, this must be done on top

 of the bottom wing ailerons and on the bottom of the top wing ailerons (to retain balance).

1.1.34.1.1.10.
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Step 15: Glue thin flat 3mm x 65mm carbon piece to reinforce elevator.    
Step 16: Optional reinforcement for elevator; this will prevent elevator compensators from braking.

Step 17: Optional reinforcement for elevator. Thin flat carbon in this place will make elevator rock solid.  
Step 18: Elevator will have to be joined to horizontal fuselage as shown. This step should be made only 
when fuselage will be completely assembled.

15. 16.

1.17.

1.18.

Step 19: Make 45 degree angle cut on horizontal elevator (use bevelling tool).  

Step 20: Attach elevator sides (use 3M Blenderm tape). Make sure you leave about 1mm gap between 
surfaces. This will allow smooth movement of surface to the both sides. Put small pieces of tape as shown 
in red circles. This will prevent elevator from lifting up after a long use.

1.
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Step 21: Prepare fuselage for rudder attachment. Cut tail edge by 45 degree angle. 
Step 22: This step is optional. If you want to have stronger tail, glue flat/thin 3mm carbon to rudder.

Step 23: Horizontal fuselage parts must be separated. Use sharp hobby knife to do this.  
Step 24: This is important building step. To have perfectly straight and nice looking fuselage you will need 
flat surface and heavy flat object  to press down vertical fuselage part during the assembly.

Step 25: To glue second side of the fuselage you will need two same height flat surfaces. Leave small 
gap that will allow right side of horizontal fusalge to “sink“. You can also try to do this procedure on the 
edge of flat table.  

Step 26: Always use square object (usually it is any plastic card) to measure exact 90 degree angle. 
NOTE: Glue-in rudder servo before attaching the second side of the fuselage. Hitec 5035 is shown in 
the picture. 

22.

21.

23. 24.

1.25. 1.26.
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Step 27: Locate triangle fiberglass pieces with holles. Please sand them for better grip with depron. 
Step 28: Glue triangle fiberglas piece as shown in the picture. Place 1mm carbon rod inside the hole. 
This will be used for pull pull connection. The length of this carbon rod must be 48mm.

Step 29: Rudder (1mm) pull-pull rod’s length is 44 mm. With ~120-150 % servo travel you will reach 
maximum precision, and you will be able to use full servo potential.  
Step 30: PLEASE PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION NOW, THIS IS A VERY IMPORTANT BUILDING STEP: 
Citrino has incidence set in the wing struts/SFG's: Top Wing has negative incidence and Bottom Wing has 
positive incidence. This is very important when you install Wing Struts/SFG's and also when you attach air 
brakes making sure you attach air brakes to the correct side of Wing Strut/SFG. This guarantees you nice 
'braking effect in down lines as well as true and extremely accurate flying airplane.

Step 31. Glue SFG’s on the top wing as it is shown in the picture. Use square card to glue both SFG’s at 90 
degree as shown in the picture. Now it is time to join wings with the fuselage: place top wing inverted on the 
table and insert fuselage in the tap lines. Make sure that fuselage sits straight and by 90 degree, then apply 
CA glues.  Page 6Page 6
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1.1.31.
1.1.31.

View from top

48mm



Step 33:  NOTE! The area where fuselage is glued to the wings is reinforced with a piece of 3mm thin flat 
carbon.

Step 32. Once you glue second wing in the place, reinforce wings as shown in the picture (use thin 
carbon). Red circles show that reinforcement should also be made with a piece of thread and a small drop 
of CA glues.

1.1.32.

1.1.32.

1.1.32.
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Step 34: Make sure that elevator is straight before gluing it to the fuselage. The distance from each 
back tip of the elevator to the sellected point in the middle of the fuselage should be equal on both 
sides.
Step 35: Use thin 0,8mm carbon rods to reinforce fuselage as it is shown in the picture. 

Step 36: Big part of our work is done, make sure one more time that everything looks correct, straight and 
not crooked. Once the landing gear will be installed we will move straight to the equipment’s installation. 

Step 37: Take two small pieces of flat carbon that are left from 3mm long flat piece you already used for 
wing leading edge reinforcement. Glue them to the wheel pants.

Step 38: Assemble everything as shown in the picture. Depron imitation of landing gear will add a lot of 
strength to it. Add a small piece of soft velcro to the bottom of the wheel pants. This will help to land 
plane on the ground without making any noise. 
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36.

36.

37.

38.
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Step 39: Another view of the landing gear. Take notice on the small thread installed to reinforce L.G.

Step 40: More pictures of wing’s reinforcement. Plane in the picture is Citrino prototype that was used by 
Mr. Christopher Harris in F3P World Championship. NOTE! Leading edge of the wing is not reinforced with 
flat 3mm carbon in order to save some weight (see in the picture above). Such wing is lighter but at the same 
time more flexible and fragile. If you want to avoid this, use more light carbon rods and make wing stronger.  

40.
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Step 41: A small piece of carbon is added on the tail to avoid rudder rubbing the ground.

Step 42: Top and bottom ailerons are connected with 1mm carbon rods and Z wire included in the hardware 

40.

Step 43: Vertical tail reinforced with thin carbon rod. Use card to be sure that tail is glued exactly by 90 
degree. 
Step 44: I decide to use depron to make aileron connections. This is a bit lighter and stronger option. 
Distance from hinge line to hole is 19mm. Make sure that the hole is exactly above the hingl line. Page 8Page 8Page 8Page 8Page 9Page 8Page 8Page 8Page 10

41.40.

42. 42.

44.43.
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Step 45: Distance between the aileron servo arm holes is 32 mm.
Step 46: 

 e use 1mm carbon rod . It is  t  servo arms exactly 90 degree to 
servo arm. This way aileron deflection will be equal up and down.

Servo positioning is critical and must be EXACT to the pictures shown for rudder/elevator 
servo. W  for pull push  very important o set

Step 47: Top and bottom ailerons are connected with 1mm carbon rods and Z wire included in the hardware 

Step 48: DonatasDesign motor prototype. Any motor with low weight (11-19 g) will work great on this 
model. Motor mount added with this kit is for AXI 2203 series motors. They are easy and fast to install, but 
do not provide you many options of motor angle adjustments. We build special motor mount with threaded 
plastic tubes and small/ light 2mm plastic bolts. This option is light an strong enought and allows you to set 
motor angle the way you need according to the selected motor and propeller. Good starting point for motor 
angle (if you are using single propeller) is 2 degrees on the right and 1 degree down. Do not forget that your 
goal is a neutral flying plane with perfect centering on rudder and elevator while adjusting the motor angle . 
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47. 47.

45. 46.

48.

48.

For propeller we would recommend to test these options: 
Carbon: Glavak 9 x 2.5, Glavak 9 x 2.8, Glavak 9x3 
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Step 49: Placement of the equipment. Try to place 
it as close as possible to each other in order to 
leave short  wirres. 

Step 50: Battery is placed in the very front of the 
nose. 120mah battery provides average 2:45 s 
flying time. Bigger 160mah battery guarantees 
average 3:50 s flight time. A hole little bit smaller 
than the battery should be cut. This way battery 
will be placed tightly. You may take and secure 
battery with a piece of Blenderm tape. 

Step 51: Battery is placed perfectly in the center of 
the fuselage. Make sure you do this in the same 
way. This will give you great airplane ballance in 
vertical axis.

Step 52: If you use light motor like it is show in step 48 go ahead and place elevator servo in the fuselage’s 
nose and use pull pull setup (exactly the same as you did on rudder). However, if you plan to use heavier 
motor you might need to put some  weight on the tail of the plane. In such cases elevator servo can be 
placed on the back of the tail. You can se experimental way of connecting elevator servo in the picture. We 
use plastic tube with inner hole of 1,5mm, and the same size carbon rod glued inside the servo gear. We 
also sand carbon rod before assembly to make it just a bit smaller than the hole. Such system have several 
advantages: you can use full servo potential and get the precise control. Deflection of ~25 degree is 
enought for comfortable control even in the small gym. Another big advantage is that control linkage is 
slope free. And finally, such setup is definitely lighter.    
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51.

49.

50.

52.

52.
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Center of gravity 235mm from motor mount.

RADIO  SETUP: Elevator, Aileron and Rudder dual rates and expo values. 60% is good starting point, 
personally I like bit more than this. Remember on Futaba and Hitec radios value of Expo will be - not +. 



 Aile --->Thro Mix: This linear mix help to keep airplane speed constant during rolling maneuvers.When 
ever you deflect full aileron throttle increase, this is done in order to compensate braking caused by 
deflected aileron. This mix is activated all the time, it also help to perform smooth torque roll maneuver. 

Throttle curve. F3P indoor aerobatic’s is about flying smooth precise and with constant speed. 
Throttle/speed control is very important when you want to achieve this. As you see in picture above I use 
quite flat throttle curve, so no matter how much I move throttle stick, plane speed increase and decrease 
smooth. Also In F3P you do not need to have allot of power, as you see here I use only 63% of maximum 
engine power! 

Final word: Be patient with setup and plane building, and you will be awarded with amazing flying airplane. 

Donatas Design team would like to say thank you one more time for selecting this plane. We wish you 
many hours of fun and safe flying. 

Please fly this plane only in areas where it can be operated safely, and can not cause harm to people. 

If you have any questions please contact us by email: donatas.design@gmail.com
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